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Reporter Readers Never Miss

EDI Opportunities and Developments4. When British

Telecom pur-

chased McDormel Douglas'

Information Systems,

INPUT'S EDI Reporter got the

word out fast to its sub-

scribers. The event was so

important that the Reporter

staff rushed a special ALERT
Instant Analysis fact sheet to

the subscriber base. This fact

sheet was immediately
followed by an in-depth

analysis of the merger's

importance and its impact
on the EDI community.
The Reporter's coverage
went even further. INPUT
published a feature article

that went into the specifics

of the transaction, in-

cluding a comprehensive
look at the various compo-
nents of the divestiture,

such as Telecheck, Payment
Systems, and Applied

Communications. The article

also analyzed the sale's effect

on McDonnell Douglas'

corporate structure and the

global EDI industry.

Timely analysis like this is

just one reason why many
Fortxme 500 executives sub-
scribe to the EDI Reporter.





The EDI Reporter's Washington Watch
Keeps You One Step Ahead
Small-business people take

heed. The U. S. government
is on the verge of helping

you take advantage of

electronic data interchange.

Congress will meet early next

year to determine whether
and how federal aid could be
used to help small businesses

adopt EDI. INPUT'S

Washington Watch staffers

recently published this

exciting news and a follow-

up report is on its way.

The federal government
exerts enormous influence

over all industries. INPUT
staff reporters are on the

alert for items that

specifically affect the EDI
commimity.

To give our readers the

chance to contribute to the

decision making process,

INPUT reports government
trends before they come up
for a vote.

The EDI Reporter Delivers

IVIore Content and Analysis

Than Any Competing EDI

Publication.

straight-talking technical tutorials give you the information you need to make informed

and timely decisions. Just look at these excerpts from a recent article that compares

the ANSI and EDIFACT languages:

"ANSI allows more types of

characters than EDIFACT.
Of particular note is the

absence of international

currency signs in EDIFACT,
including the dollar ("$")

sign, which ANSI allows."

"ANSI X12 has built upon
previously existing standards

(e.g., TDCC) and has a range

of readily available

transaction sets. Its

procedures have been fine-

tuned to be considerate of,

and to take into account,

industry needs. EDIFACT
development and
maintenance procedures
differ from those used by
ANSI, and this is causing

confusion among users."

"EDIFACT is viewed as

advantageous to companies
involved in international

business; the proof is the

adoption and participation

in pilot testing by Dutch-

based Phillips, LJK-based

Imperial Chemical
Industries, and multinational

Texas Instruments."

In this article, the EDI
Reporter demystified the

controversy over ANSI vs.

EDIFACT by publishing a

tutorial that both vendors
and users can imderstand

and put to immediate use.





EDI Editor Brings You a Global Perspective
Torrey Byles' strong
background in technical and
business journalism

complements his role as

editor of the EDI Reporter.

He provides comprehensive
EDI coverage from a global
perspective. "EDI vendors
and users need to know more
than how their competitors
are doing. They also need to

know how technical and
economic developments in

both the U.S. and abroad
impact their business."

Torrey Byles specialized in

EDI coverage for the Journal

of Commerce. His byline has
appeared in information
industry publications, such
as Computerworld, MIS Week,
Datamation, Electronic

Business, and others. In

addition to EDI, he has
covered office and industrial

automation, advanced data

Torrey Byles, Editor

base technologies, CAD/
CAM, natural language
processing, telecom-

munications, and tech-

nological development in

newly industrializing

countries. He was also a staff

writer for the Computer
Society of the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE), a major
standards-setting body and
worldwide professional

organization.

Torrey began his business
writing career in Taiwan and
speaks fluent Mandarin
Chinese. His international

background gives him a

special edge in reporting on
EDI developments in the

Pacific Rim countries.

Information Services Expertise from INPUT
INPUT was founded in 1974
by President Peter Cunning-
ham as an independent,
Silicon Valley-based interna-

tional market research and
consulting firm that special-

izes in the information sys-

tems and services industries.

INPUT is a key source of in-

formation and support for

more than 200 companies in

North America, Europe, and
Asia, including some of the
world's most advanced
systems and services compa-
nies. INPUT clients range
from small organizations that

use information services to

Fortune 500 companies.

Recent INPUT market re-

search reports customized
specifically for EDI vendors
and users include EDI Inter-

trends, which examines inte-

gration, internationalization,

internetworking, and stan-

dards interfusion trends;

Advanced EDI Services,

which recommends winning
business strategies for EDI
vendors; and EDI Reference

Guide, an invaluable guide
to ANSI/EDIFACT for

vendors and users.

Clients benefit from compre-
hensive support and advi-

sory services, including im-
mediate access to industry

experts, "Hotline" Inquiry

Services, on-site visits, cus-

tom research and consulting,

acquisition services, and de-

liverables such as reports,

newsletters, and conferences.

INPUT clients can also take

advantage of a broad range
of advisory services pro-

grams, such as Market
Analysis, Vendor Analysis,

Systems Integration, Cus-
tomer Service, Electronic

Data Interchange, the Multi-

national Network Program,
the Federal Information

Systems and Services Pro-

grams, and the Information

Systems Program for IS

planning.





Subscribe Now and Take Advantage of
This Special Savings Offer:

Subscribe to INPUT'S EDI Reporter

before January 31, 1990 and INPUT'S new
comprehensive study, the EDI Standards
Reference Guide, valued at $500.00, can be
yours for just $250.00—a savings of $250.00!

The EDI Standards Reference Guide gives

you an in-depth look at the demand for and
benefits of EDI, demystifies the presently

confusing standards picture, shows you how
EDI is moving toward standards develop-
ment, and puts you in touch with business

opportunities emerging from the need for

standards.

The Most Comprehensive and Detailed

EDI Standards Analysis Available

Anywhere Today
INPUT surveys show that standards are

consistently EDI users' biggest concern. This

study covers a full range of EDI standards,

including EDI/EFT, graphics interchange,

and international formats, plus an
examination of the United Nations-chartered

UN/EDIFACT international EDI standards.

The report also provides the addresses of all

associations and standards-making bodies so

you can get additional information directly

from the source.

The EDI Standards Reference Guide

provides you with a comprehensive analysis

of standards-related business opportunities,

such as downloading standards tables and
configuration/setup tables, which can
become new services for third-party network
service providers.

This Report Is the EDI Professional's Most
Valuable Asset

This report walks you through the

standards maze with informative examina-

tions of public EDI standards, such as the

American National Standards Institute's

(ANSI) XI2 format, which describes elec-

tronic equivalents of business documents;
industry-specific standards, such as the grocery

industry's Uniform Communications
Standard (UCS); and many company
proprietary standards for EDI applications.

INPUT
1280 Villa Street

Mountain View
California, 94041

Phone Order

Hot Line

(415) 961-3300

Ctieck the "GUIDE" box in the FAX order form below,

receive your copy of this valuable report, and

SAVE $250.00

YES! Begin my one-year subscription to INPUT'S EDI Reporter
'

—

^ at the annual rate of $350 ($375 outside Nortti America). I understand that I will

receive 12 monthly issues plus ALERT Instant Analyses tact sheets.

I want to order my copy of the EDI Standards Reference Guide
at the discounted price of $250 with my subscription to the EDI Reporter.

Company

Name Title

Address

City State ZiP

Phone Signature

Enclosed is my cliecl< in tlie amount of

$350 plus applicable tax for my one-year sub-

scription to INPUT'S EDI Reporter.

Enclosed is my check in the amount of $600

plus applicable tax for my one-year subscription

to INPUT'S EDI Reporterand the EDI Standards

Referertce Guide.

Bill my company's purchase order number
in the amount of

Terms: Net X days

California clients add 7% sales tax.

Connecticut clients add 8% sales tax.

$ . The first issue will be sent

immediately upon INPUTs receipt of payment in

full.
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Reporter Readers Never Miss

EDI Opportunities and Developments
When British

Telecom pur-

chased McDonnel Douglas'

Information Systems, INPUT'S

EDI Reporter got the word out

fast to its subscribers. The event

was so important that the Re-

porter staff rushed a special

ALERT Instant Analysis fact

sheet to the subscriber base. This

was immediately followed by an

in-depth analysis of the merger's

importance and its impact on

the EDI community. The

Reporter's coverage went even

further. INPUT published

feature article that went into

the specifics of the transaction,

including a comprehensive

look at the various compo-

nents of the divestiture, such

as Telecheck, Payment Sys-

tems, and Applied Communi-

cations. The article also

analyzed the sale's effect on

McDonnell Douglas' corporate

structure and the global EDI

industry.

Timely analysis like this is just

one reason why many Fortune

500 executives subscribe to the

EDI Reporter.
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The EDI Reporter's Washington Watch
Keeps You One Step Ahead

Small-business people take heed.

The U. S. government is on the

verge of helping you take advan-

tage of electronic data inter-

change. Congress will meet early

next year to determine whether

and how federal aid could be used

to help small businesses adopt

EDI. INPUT'S Washington

Watch staffers recently pub-

lished this exciting news and

a follow-up report is on its

way.

The federal government

exerts enormous influence

over all industries - INPUT
staff reporters are on the alert

for items that specifically affect

the EDI community.

To give our readers the chance

to contribute to the decision

making process, INPUT reports

government trends before they

come up for a vote.

The EDI Reporter Delivers

More Content and Analysis

Than Any Competing EDI

Publication.

straight-talking technical tutorials give you the Information you need to make Informed

and timely decisions. Just look at these excerpts from a recent article that compares the

ANSI and EDIFACT languages:

" ANSI allows more types of

characters than EDIFACT. Of

particular note is the absence of

international currency signs in

EDIFACT, including the dollar

("$") sign, which ANSI allows."

"ANSI X12 has built upon

previously existing standards

(e.g., TDCC) and has a range of

readily available transaction sets.

Its procedures have been fine-

tuned to be considerate of, and to

take into account, industry

needs. EDIFACT develop-

ment and maintenance

procedures differ from those

used by ANSI, and this is

causing confusion among

users."

"EDIFACT is viewed as

advantageous to companies

involved in international

business; the proof is the

adoption and participation in

pilot testing by Dutch-based

PhilUps, UK-based Imperial

Chemical Industries, and multina-

tional Texas Instruments."

In this article, the EDI Reporter

demystified the controversy over

ANSI vs. EDIFACT by publish-

ing a tutorial that both vendors

and users can understand and

put to immediate use.





EDI Editor Brings You a Giobal Perspective

Torrey Byles' strong background

in technical and business journal-

ism complements his role as editor

of the EDI Reporter. He provides

comprehensiveEDI coveragefrom

a global perspective. "EDI ven-

dors and users need to know more

than how their competitors are

doing. They also need to know

how technical and economic de-

velopments in both the U.S. and

abroad impact their business."

Torrey Byles specialized in EDI

coverage for the Journal of Com-

merce. His byline has appeared in

information industry publications,

such as Computer-world, MIS

Week, Datamation, Electronic

Business, and others. In addition

to EDI, he has covered office and

industrial automation, advanced

data base technologies, CAD/

CAM, natural language process-

ing, telecommunications, and tech-

nological development in newly

industrializing countries. He was

also a staffwriter for the Computer

Society of the Institute of Electri-

cal and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE), a major standards-setting

body and worldwide professional

organization.

Torrey began his business writing

career in Taiwan and speaks fluent

Mandarin Chinese. His interna-

tional background gives him a

special edge in reporting on EDI

developments in the Pacific Rim

countries.

Torrey Byles, Editor

Information Services Expertise from INPUT

INPUT was founded in 1974 by

President Peter Cunningham as an

independent, Silicon Valley-based

international market research and

consulting firm that specializes in

the information systems and serv-

ices industries. INPUT is a key

source of information and support

for more than 200 companies in

North America, Europe, and Asia,

including some ofthe world' s most

advanced systems and services

companies. INPUT clients range

from small organizations that use

information services toFortune500

companies.

Recent INPUT market research

reports customized specifically for

EDI vendors andusers includeEDI

Intertrends, which examines inte-

gration, internationalization, in-

ternetworking and standards inter-

fusion trends; AdvancedEDIServ-

ices, which recommends winning

business strategies for EDI ven-

dors; andEDIReference Guide, an

invaluable guide to ANSI/ED-

IFACT for vendors and users.

Clients benefit from comprehen-

sive support and advisory services,

including immediate access to

industry experts, "Hotline" Inquiry

Services, on-site visits, custom

research and consulting, acquisi-

tion services, and deliverables such

as reports, newsletters, and confer-

ences. INPUT clients can also take

advantage of a broad range of

advisory services programs, such

as MarketAnalysis, VendorAnaly-

sis, Systems Integration, Customer

Service, Electronic Data Inter-

change, the MultinationalNetwork

Program, the Federal Information

Systems and Services Programs,

and the Information Systems Pro-

gram for IS planning.





Subscribe Now and Take Advantage of

This Special Savings Offer:

Subscribe to INPUTs EDI Reporter before January 31, 1990 and INPUT'S new comprehensive study, the

EDI Standards Reference Guide, valued at $999.00, can be yours for just $199.00 - a savings of $700.00!

The EDI Standards Reference Guide gives you an in-depth look at the demand for and benefits of EDI,

demystifies the presently confusing standards picture, shows you how EDI is moving towards standards

development, and puts you in touch with business opportunities emerging from the need for standards.

The Most Comprehensive and Detailed

EDI Standards Analysis Available Anywhere Today

INPUT surveys show that standards are consistently EDI users' biggest concern. This study covers a full

range ofEDI standards, including EDI/EFT, graphics interchange, and international formats, plus an examina-

tion of the United Nations-chartered UN/EDIFACT international EDI standards. The report also provides the

addresses of aU associations and standards-making bodies so you can get additional information directly from

the source.

The EDI Standards Reference Guide provides you with a comprehensive analysis of standards related

business opportunities such as downloading standards tables and configuration/setup tables, which can become

new services for third-party network service providers.

This Report Is the EDI Professional's Most Valuable Asset

This report walks you through the standards maze with informative examinations ofpublic EDI standards,

such as the American National Standards Institute's (ANSI) X12 format, which describes electronic equivalents

of business documents; industry-specific standards, such as the grocery industry's Uniform Communications

Standard (UCS); and many company proprietary standards for EDI applications.

Check the "GUIDE" box in the FAX order form below,

receive your copy of this valuabie report and,

SAVE $700.00.

V
INPUT
1280 Villa Street

Mountain View

California, 94041

Phone Order

Hot Line

(415) 961-3300

YES! Begin my one-year subscription to INPUT'S EDI Reporter

at the annual rate of $295 ($325 outside North America). I understand that 1 will

receive 12 monthly issues plus ALERT Instant Analyses fact sheets.

D I want to order my copy of the EDI Standards Guide
—

' at the dicounted price of $199 with my subscription to the EDI Reporter.

Company

Name Title

Address

City State ZIP

Phono Signature

Enclosed is my check in the amount of

$295 plus applicable tax for my one-year sub-

scription to INPUPs EDI Reporter.

Enclosed is my check in the amount of $494

plus applicable tax for my one-year subscription

to INPUT'S EDI Reporterand the EDI Standards

Reference Guide.

Bill my company's Purchase Order number

in the amount of

$_

Temw: Net 30 days

California clients add 7% sales tax.

Connecticut clients add-7t9% sales tax.

. The first issue will be sent

immediately upon INPUPs receipt of payment in

full.
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Reporter Readers Never Miss

EpI Opportunities and Developments
when British

Telecom pur-

chased McDonnel Douglas'

Information Systems, INPUTs
EDI Reporter got the word out

fast to its subscribers. The

event was considered so impor-

tant, that a special ALERT
Instant Analysis fact sheet was

rushed to the subscriber base.

This was immediately followed

by an in-depth analysis of the

merger's importance and its

impact on the EDI community.

The Reporter's coverage went

even further. A feature article

was published that went into

the specifics of the transaction

including a comprehensive

look at the various components

of the divestiture, including

Telecheck, Payment Systems,

and Applied Communications.

The article also analyzed the

sale's effect on McDonnell

Douglas' corporate structure and

the global EDI industry.

Timely analysis like this is just

one reason why many Fortune

500 Company executives sub-

scribe to the EDI Reporter.





The EDI Reporter's Washington Watch
Keeps you one Step Ahead

Small business people take head.

The U. S. Government is on the

verge of helping you take advan-

tage of Electronic Data Inter-

change. Congress will meet early

next year to determine whether

and how federal aid could be used

to help small businesses adopt

EDI.

This exciting news was re-

cently published, and a

follow-up report is on its way
from input's Washington

Watch Staffers.

The federal government

exerts enormous influence

over all industries— our

staff reporters are on the alert for

items that specifically effect the

EDI community.

We report government trends

before they come up for a vote

to give our readers the chance

to contribute to the decision

making process.

The EDI Reporter Delivers

More Content and Analysis

Than any Competitive EDI

Publication.

straight-talking technical tutorials give you the Information you need to make informed

and timely decisions. Just look at these excerpts from a recent article that compares the

ANSI and EDIFACT languages:

" ANSI allows more types of

characters than EDIFACT. Of

particular note is the absence of

international currency signs in

EDIFACT including the dollar

("$") sign, which ANSI allows."

"ANSI X12 has built upon

previously existing standards

(e.g., TDCC) and has a range of

readily available transaction sets.

Its procedures have been fine-

tuned to be considerate of, and to

take into account, industry

needs. EDIFACT develop-

ment and maintenance

procedures differ from those

used by ANSI, and this is

causing confusion among

users."

"EDIFACT is viewed as

advantageous to companies

involved in international

business; the proof is the

adoption and participation in

pilot testing by Dutch-based

Phillips, UK-based Imperial

Chemical Industries, and multina-

tional Texas Instruments."

In this article, the EDI Reporter

demystified the controversy over

ANSI vs. EDIFACT by publish-

ing a tutorial that both vendors

and users can understand and

put to immediate use.





EDI Editor Brings You a Global Perspective

Torrey Byles' strong background

in technical and business journal-

ism complements his role as editor

of the EDI Reporter. He provides

comprehensiveEDI coveragefrom
a global perspective. "EDI ven-

dors and users need to know more

than how their competitors are

doing. They also need to know

how technical and economic de-

velopments in both the U.S. and

abroad impact their business."

Torrey Byles specialized in EDI

coverage for the Journal of Com-
merce. His byline has appeared in

information industry publications,

such as Computerworld, MIS

Week, Datamation, Electronic

Business, and others. In addition

to EDI, he has covered office and

industrial automation, advanced

Torrey Byles, Editor

data base technologies, CAD/
CAM, natural language process-

ing, telecommunications, and tech-

nological development in newly

industrializing countries. He was

also a staffwriter for the Computer

Society of the Institute of Electri-

cal and Electronics (IEEE), a ma-

jor standards- setting body and

worldwide professional organiza-

tion.

Torrey began his business writing

career in Taiwan and speaks fluent

Mandarin Chinese. His interna-

tional background gives him a

special edge in reporting on EDI

developments in the Pacific Rim
countries.

Information Services Expertise from INPUT
INPUT was founded in 1974 by

President Peter Cunningham as a

Silicon Valley-based independent,

international market research and

consulting firm that specializes in

the information systems and serv-

ices industries. INPUT is a key

source of information and support

for more than 200 companies in

North America, Europe, and Asia,

including some ofthe world' smost

advanced systems and services

companies. INPUT clients range

from small organizations that use

information services toFortune500

companies.

Recent INPUT market research

reports customized specifically for

EDI vendors and users include

"EDI Intertrends", which exam-

ines integration, internationaliza-

tion, internetworking and standards

interfusion trends; "AdvancedEDI

Services, which recommends win-

ning business strategies for EDI

vendors; and the "EDI Reference

Guide", an invaluable guide on

ANSl/EDIFACT for both vendors

and users.

Clients benefit from comprehen-

sive support and advisory services.

including immediate access to

industry experts, "Hotline" Inquiry

Services, on-site visits, custom

research and consulting, acquisi-

tion services, and deUverables such

as reports, newsletters, and confer-

ences. INPUT clients can also take

advantage of a broad range of

advisory services programs, such

as Market Analysis, VendorAnaly-

sis, Systems Integration, Customer

Service, Electronic Data Inter-

change, the MultinationalNetwork

Program, the Federal Information

Systems and Services Programs,

and the Information Systems Pro-

gram for IS planning.





New Subscriber Special Savings Offer

EDI Standards Reference Guide

Subscribe before January 31,1990 andINPUT' s newcomprehensive study, theEDIStandardsReference Guide,
valued at $9^9t6o can be yours for just $199:00— a savings ot$?0^6r^" ' ^

The EDI Standards Reference Guide gives you an in-depth ibdc-atme demand for and benefits of EDI,

demystifies thepresently confusing standards picture, shows you the directionsEDI is moving towards standards

development, and puts you in-touch with business opportunities emerging from the need for standards.

The Most Comprehensive and Detailed

EDI Standards Analysis Available Anywhere Today
INPUT surveys show that standards are consistently EDI user's highest rated concern. This study covers a full

range ofEDI standards, including EDI/EFT, graphics interchange, and international formats, plus an examina-

tion of the United Nations-chartered UN/EDEFACT international EDI standards. The report also provides the

addresses of all associations and standards-making bodies so you can get additional information directly from

the source.

The EDI Standards Reference Guide provides you with a comprehensive analysis of the business opportunities

related to standards usage such as downloading standards tables and configuration/setup tables, which can

become new services for third-party network service providers.

This Report is The EDI Professional's Most Valuable Asset
This report walks you through the standards maze with informative examinations ofpublic EDI standards such

as the American National Standards Institute's (ANSI) X12 format, which describes electronic equivalents of

business documents, industry-specific standards, like the grocery industry's Uniform Communications Stan-

dard (UCS), plus the many company proprietary standards for EDI applications.

When you subscribe, Just check the "REPORT" box in the FAX Order Form below to re-

ceive your copy of this valuable report and save $7e(KG9: ^iSo^
I
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.1
Reporter Readers Never Miss

EDI Opportunities and Developments
When British

Telecom pur-

chased McDonnel Douglas'

Information Systems,

INPUT'S EDI Reporter got the

word out fast to its sub-

scribers. The event was so

important that the Reporter

staff rushed a special ALERT
Instant Analysis fact sheet to

the subscriber base. This fact

sheet was immediately

followed by an in-depth

analysis of the merger's

importance and its impact

on the EDI community.
The Reporter's coverage

went even further. INPUT
published a feature article

that went into the specifics

of the transaction, in-

cluding a comprehensive

look at the various compo-
nents of the divestiture,

such as Telecheck, Payment
Systems, and Applied

Communications. The article

also analyzed the sale's effect

on McDonnell Douglas'

corporate structure and the

global EDI industry.

Timely analysis like this is

just one reason why many
Fortime 500 executives sub-

scribe to the EDI Reporter.



The EDI Reporter's Washington Watch
Keeps You One Step Ahead
Small-business people take

heed. The U. S. government
is on the verge of helping

vou take advantage of

electronic data interchange.

Congress will meet early next

year to determine whether
and how federal aid could be
used to help small businesses

adopt EDI. INPUT'S

Washington Watch staffers

recently pubUshed this

exciting news and a follow-

up report is on its way.

The federal government
exerts enormous influence

over all industries. INPUT
staff reporters are on the

alert for items that

specifically affect the EDI
community.

To give our readers the

chance to contribute to the

decision making process,

INPUT reports government
trends before they come up
for a vote.

The EDI Reporter Delivers

iVlore Content and Analysis

Than Any Competing EDI

Publication.

straight-talking technical tutorials give you the information you need to make informed
and timely decisions. Just look at these excerpts from a recent article that compares
the ANSI and EDIFACT languages:

' 'vNSI allows more types of

.\aracters than EDIFACT.
Of particular note is the

absence of international

currency signs in EDIFACT,
including the dollar ("$")

sign, which ANSI allows."

"ANSI X12 has built upon
previously existing standards

(e.g., TDCC) and has a range
of readily available

transaction sets. Its

procedures have been fine-

tuned to be considerate of,

and to take into account,

industry needs. EDIFACT
development and
maintenance procedures
differ from those used by
ANSI, and this is causing
confusion among users."

"EDIFACT is viewed as

advantageous to compaiues
involved in international

business; the proof is the

adoption and participation

in pilot testing by Dutch-
based Phillips, UK-based
Imperial Chemical
Industries, and multinational

Texas Instnmients."

In this article, the EDI
Reporter demystified the

controversy over ANSI vs.

EDIFACT by publishing a

tutorial that both vendors
and users can imderstand
and put to immediate use.



EDI Editor Brings You a Global Perspective
Torrey Byles' strong

background in technical and
business journalism

complements his role as

editor of the EDI Reporter.

He provides comprehensive
EDI coverage from a global

perspective. "EDI vendors
and users need to know more
than how their competitors

are doing. They also need to

know how technical and
economic developments in

both the U.S. and abroad
impact their business."

Torrey Byles specialized in

EDI coverage for the Journal

of Commerce. His byline has

appeared in information

industry publications, such

as Computerworld, MIS Week,

Datamation, Electronic

Business, and others. In

addition to EDI, he has

covered office and industrial

automation, advanced data

Torrey Byles, Editor

base technologies, CAD/
CAM, natural language

processing, telecom-

munications, and tech-

nological development in

newly industrializing

countries. He was also a staff

writer for the Computer
Society of the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE), a major

standards-setting body and
worldwide professional

organization.

Torrey began his business

writing career in Taiwan and
speaks fluent Mandarin
Chinese. His international

background gives him a

special edge in reporting on
EDI developments in the

Pacific Rim countries.

Information Services Expertise from INPUT
INPUT was founded in 1974

by President Peter Cunning-
ham as an independent,

Silicon Valley-based interna-

tional market research and
consulting firm that special-

izes in the information sys-

tems and services industries.

INPUT is a key source of in-

formation and support for

more than 200 companies in

North America, Europe, and
Asia, including some of the

world's most advanced
systems and services compa-
nies. INPUT clients range

from small organizations that

use information services to

Fortune 500 companies.

Recent INPUT market re-

search reports customized

specifically for EDI vendors

and users include EDI Inter-

trends, which examines inte-

gration, internationalization,

internetworking, and stan-

dards interfusion trends;

Advanced EDI Services,

which recommends winning
business strategies for EDI
vendors; and EDI Reference

Guide, an invaluable guide

to ANSI/EDIFACT for

vendors and users.

Clients benefit from compre-

hensive support and advi-

sory services, including im-

mediate access to industry

experts, "Hotline" Inquiry

Services, on-site visits, cus-

tom research and consulting,

acquisition services, and de-

liverables such as reports,

newsletters, and conferences.

INPUT clients can also take

advantage of a broad range

of advisory services pro-

grams, such as Market
Analysis, Vendor Analysis,

Systems Integration, Cus-

tomer Service, Electronic

Data Interchange, the Multi-

national Network Program,

the Federal Information

Systems and Services Pro-

grams, and the Information

Systems Program for IS

plarming.



Subscribe Now and Take Advantage of
This Special Savings Offer:

Subscribe to INPUT'S EDI Reporter

before January 31, 1990 and INPUT'S new
compre-hensive study, the EDI Standards

Reference Guide, valued at $500.00, can be
yours for just $250.00—a savings of $250.00!

The EDI Standards Reference Guide

gives you an in-depth look at the demand for

and benefits of EDI, demystifies the presently

confusing standards picture, shows you how
EDI is moving toward standards develop-

ment, and puts you in touch with business

opportunities emerging from the need for

standards.

The Most Comprehensive and Detailed

EDI Standards Analysis Available

Anywhere Today
INPUT surveys show that standards

are consistently EDI users' biggest concern.

This study covers a full range of EDI
standards, including EDI/EFT, graphics

interchange, and international formats, plus

an examina-tion of the United Nations-

chartered UN/EDIFACT international EDI

standards. The report also provides the

addresses of all associations and standards-

making bodies so you can get additional

information directly from the source.

The EDI Standards Reference Guide

provides you with a comprehensive analysis

of standards-related business opportunities,

such as downloading standards tables and
configuration/setup tables, which can

become new services for third-party network
service providers.

This Report Is the EDI Professional's Most
Valuable Asset

This report walks you through the

standards maze with informative examina-
tions of public EDI standards, such as the

American National Standards Institute's

(ANSI) X12 format, which describes elec-

tronic equivalents of business documents;
industry-specific standards, such as the grocery

industry's Uniform Communications
Standard (UCS); and many company
proprietary standards for EDI applications.

INPUT
1280 Villa Street

Mountain View
California, 94041

Phone Order

Hot Line

(415) 961-3300

Check the "GUIDE" box in the FAX order form below,

receive your copy of this valuable report, and

SAVE $250.00

pi YES! Begin my one-year subscription to INPUT'S EDI Reporter
'—

' at the annual rate of $350 ($375 outside North America). I understand that I will

GUIDE
I

receive 12 monthly issues plus ALERT Instant Analyses fact sheets.

I want to order my copy of the EDI Standards Reference Guide
at the discounted price of $250 with my subscription to the EDI Reporter.

Enclosed is my check in the amount of

$350 plus applicable tax for my one-year sub-

scription to INPUPs EDI Reporter.

Enclosed is my check in the amount of $600
plus applicable tax for my one-year subscription

to INPUPs EDI Reporterand the EDI Standards

Reference Guide.

Bill my company's purchase order number
in the amount of

Company

Name Title

Address

City State ZIP

Phone Signature

Terms: Net X days

California clients add 7% sales tax.

Connecticut dienis add 8% sales tax.

$ . The first issue will be sent

immediately upon INPUTs receipt of payment in

full.
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